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ABSTRACT 
We of|er a generalization of the Bergstrom inequalities for positive definite 
matrices expressed in terms of Schnr complements. Then we use the Bergstrom 
inequalities |'or certain M-matrices to obtain the Minkowski inequalib'. We show that 
our results are not comparable with known results of" K. Fan and J. Miao. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall mainly consider nonsingnlar M-matrices. We shall 
not try to give a su~'ey of the properties of these matrices, and suggest a 
review of [4] for those who are unfamiliar ~xqth them. 
In 1967, K. Fan [3] proved the Minkowski ineqnality 
det (A  + B) '/" > det A ~/'' + (let B 1/" ( l )  
where A, B, and A + B are n ×,~ M-matrices, and A and B possess a 
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property called proportional dominance, which we describe later in our 
paper. In [6], it was shown that if A and B are M-matrices and if there exists 
a positive vector u such that Au > 0 and Bu > O, then Minkowski's weak 
ineqnality holds, i.e., 
det A +detB  ~<det(A +B) .  (2) 
In general, the condition (2) will not yield the strong Minkowski inequality 
(1). In a recent interesting paper, J. Miao [7] revisited this problem, and he 
was able to prove, among other things, that if A and B are n × n M-matrices 
for which A - B is an inverse M-matrix, then 
det A 1/" - det B ~/'~ > det (A  - B) 1/'~. (3) 
The key weapon in his attack on this problem was the Bergstrom inequality 
det A det B det( A + B) 
+ ~< i = 1 . . . . .  n, (4) 
det A( i )  det B( i )  det (A  + B) ( i ) '  
where A(i) denotes the submatrix of A of order n - l obtained by deleting 
row and column i of A. The Bergstrom inequality is well known for positive 
definite matrices. 
We intend to revisit the Bergstrom inequality for both positive definite 
matrices and M-matrices. Then we are able to offer new results on M-matrices 
which satisfy' the beautiful Minkowski inequality. We also show with several 
examples that our results are not comparable with those of Fan [3] and Miao 
[7]. 
1. A GENERALIZATION OF THE BERGSTROM INEQUALITY 
FOR POSITIVE DEF IN ITE  MATRICES 
If 
A = A21 A22 
is an n × n partitioned matrix where A n has order k, then the Sehur 
complement of A22 in A, denoted A/A22, is defined, if A22 is invertible, as 
A/A22 := A H - A12 A2.2~A~l. 
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It was observed by Schur that if A,~ e 
det Aee det(A/A2e).  
U sing the notation introduced prm4ously, 
is invertible, then det A = 
det A 
det A(1) 
- det [A /A(1) ]  = all -- a~'A(1) 'a~, 
al l  a~ whe~,, A=~,ae at1) 
This notation is suggestive, and now we offer our generalization of the 
Bergstrom inequality. 
When A and B are n × n positive definite matrices, we write A > B 
(A > B) to mean A - B is positive semidefinite (deflnite). 
TIIEOREM 1. Suppose A and B are n X n positive semidefinite matrices 
with A partitioned as 
All At~ ) 
A = A21 Ae 2 , 
where A~I has' oMer k, and B is partitioned in the same manner B = ( Bii). 
and assunw A~2 and Beo are nonsingular. Then we have 
A/A,)  2 + B/Bee <~ ( A + B) / (  Aa2 + B22 ). (,5) 
Equality is attained if anti only if A Ia Ae21 = B I2 Be~ I . 
Proq[. We have 
(i~ll ~k- Bll Ale + BI2 
A + B = A2 ~ + B.~/ A2z + Ba e 
xsqlth A2z + B22 invertible, since Aee and B~z are nonsmgular. Construct the 
n × n matrices 
a2, A~ and /~ = B,~, B2e ]" 
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Both A~ and /3 are positive semidefinite of rank n - k. Thus 
A + B= ( A~2A~21A21 + B2, A2~ 2Al~2 + B12 2
is also positive semidefinite, and hence (A + B)/(A22 + B22) >~ 0 [1]. This 
means 
A12A22'A21 + B12B~2'B2, - (A12 + BI2)(A22 + B22)-l(A21 + 821 ) ~> 0, 
which proves the inequality (5). 
Next, we show that equality holds in (5) if and only if A12 A221 = B12 B221. 
Assume A/A22 + B/B22 = A + B/A.~s + B22. Now 
rank X = rank{ AI2 A221A21 d12 t = i'1 - k 
t A,21 A22 ] 
= rank( 812B~lB21 812) =rank( /~)  
B2~ B~2 
and the rank of the sum of these matrices is n - k by our assumption. 
If 
( A) C = Ik --A12 22 
0 I,, _ k ' 
then 
Similarly, 
c~c*  = 
(o o) 
CAC* = 0 A22 " 
B,)l - B29 AF221A21 B22 ] 
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Since C(d~ + /3)C* has rank n -  k, the Schur complement 
C(A + B)C*/(A22 + Bee) = 0. Simplifying, we get C(A  + B)C*/(A.22 + 
Baz ) = ( B~ B~ ~ - A ~ A~ )[ B.2~ - B~,~( A~2 + Ba2 )- i B~2 ]( BZ2,~ B~ - A~21A21 ),
which has the form X*MX. Now M = Be2 - Be,z(A2, 2 + B~2)-iBe2 is posi- 
tive definite, since it is a principal Schur complement of the matrix 
B22 B22 ) 
B2~ A22 q- B22 ' 
which is a positive definite. It follows that B,~aIBaL- Aa2'A21 = 0, which 
implies Bl2 B2,21 - A>2 A,~21 = 0. 
Now assume that Ar~ A~21 = B~e B.~21. Then 
( Ala + Bl2)( A2~ + B22 ) l(A2, + B2L ) 
= (AI, 2 ~- BI2)B,v21(B~21 -Jr- A221) -1 A~21(A21 -}- 821 ) 
= (A12 + B~2)B~21(Be21 + A;12' ) '(Bee'Be, + A~e'B2, )
= (A12 + Bt~)B~zIB21 
= At~A~21Ael + B~eB~lB21. 
It follows that A/Ao2 + B/B22 = (A + B)/(Ae2 + Bee), and the proof is 
complete. • 
C()ROLLAI:/Y. IrA and B arc n × n positive d@nite matrices, ther~ 
det A det B det (A  + B) 
+ ~< for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
det A(i) (let B(i)  det (A  + B)( i )  
Proof. If i = 1, the result follows from (5). If i > 1, apply a permuta- 
tional similarity to interchange aii and all, etc. 
2. THE MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY FOR M-MATRICES 
We shall now look at the Bergstrom inequalities (4) {'or a sum of 
M-matrices. 
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DEFINITION. Suppose A is an n × n M-matrix. We call A~ for i : 
1 . . . . .  n the ith associated singular M-matrix of A, where Ai is obtained as 
follows: 
(i) Permute simultaneously rows and columns 1 and i of A. Assume the 
resulting matrix is 
aii a{ i)r ] 
pAp r = a(2O Aa, 2 ]" 
(ii) In PAP r replace a, by X~,(A) = a{')rA2.z~a~ '), where N = {1 . . . . .  n}. 
Denote the re, suiting nmtrix by A~. 
(iii) Let A, = pTA~ p for each i. 
For  example, suppose 
A = 
1 1 
2 3 
1 _ i  1 - -v  
3 
_ i  l 1 
2 3 
Then 
1 x l  2 
l 
-5  1 
1 1 
2 :3 
I 
3 
1 
1 
where  X). is that number which makes A become a singular M-matrix. e( 2 
and A 3 are determined in a similar way. 
Since A is an M-matrix, each principal submatrix of A is also an 
M-matrix. In particular, if A l l  . . . . .  n - 1] = A(n), the principal submatrix 
contained in rows and columns 1 . . . . .  n - 1, then we can construct the 
n - 1 associated singular M-matrices of A(n). We shall denote the element 
replacing aii in these matrices by x(i)(A), where S = {l . . . . .  n - 1}. 
In general, if S c N, we can define in a similar manner X{si)(A) for 
i~S .  
I f  there is no possibility of confusion, we shall write X~ ~) := X~i)(A) for 
S C N and i ~ S. 
SupposeS 1 c S 2 c+ ... ~ S k c_ N, where S 1 ~ • .Thesequenceofpr in -  
cipal submatrices A[S~], A[S 2] . . . . .  A[Sk], A is called a nested sequence of 
principal submatrices ( (A .  I f  k = n - 1 and ]Sil = i for 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, we 
call the nested sequence A[ S~ ], A[ S2 ] . . . . .  A complete. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A and B be n x n M-matrices. If, for some index i, the 
sum z{ i + t~ i is an M-matrix (possibly singular), then the Bergstrom inequal- 
ity (4) holds,fi)r the index i. 
Proqf. We can assume that i = 1. 
If 
A= , B= 
aa A e b2 B22 
then 
T 1 "' ) £, + ~ = a,a~,~,,~ + bf~dt , ,  ~', + t,', 
ao + b e Ace + B~ " 
If" AI + /~1 is an M-matrix, we obtain that A2e + B~,,_ is nonsingular, and 
that 
T 1 1)~'B;It)2 (af + b~')( A22 + B22 ) 1( - = a I A22 a 2 q- -- a:) -]- b2) > 0. 
Thus 
(a,, - 4a2?a~) + (b,, - l ,~dt ,~, )  
[all -~- 1)11 (of" -~ l,~')( Aoo -1- B22 ) - 1( 132) ] -- -- __ a~ + 
is less than 0. Hence 
det A det B (let( A + B) 
+ < 
det A(1) act B(1) det(A + B)(1) ' 
the (strict) Bergstrom inequali~ . I f  A I  + /~1 is a singular M-matrix, equaliD' 
holds above. • 
LEMMA 9. I f  A and B are n × n M-nmtrices uch that there is a common 
complete nested sequence of principal submatrices of A and B which satisfij 
the Bergstrom inequality (4), then (det A) 1/'' + (det B) l/" <~ [det(A + 
B)] 1/'', i.e., the Minkowski inequality holds. 
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Proof. We shall follow the proof of Miao [7]. Let S 1 g -" ~ S,, 1 ~ N 
be the sequence of subsets of N yielding the common complete nested 
sequence of principal submatrices of A and B. We shall use induction on the 
order of A and B. For n = 1, the result is immediate, so assume the result 
holds for matrices of order less than n, and assume A and B have order n. It 
is true that 
[(det A) 1/" + (det B)l/n] n 
det A det B ) 
det A[Sn_l] q- det B[Sn_I]  
>( ((det A[ S,,_ , ] ) ' / (" -  ') + (det B[ S,, ,])l/(n-1)) n- 1 (6) 
by H61der's inequality. The right hand side of (6) is less than or equal to 
det(A + B) {(det A[S,, ,])'/('~-') 
det (A  + B)[S,~_I] 
-}- (det B[Sn_l])l/("-l)} n- I, 
(7) 
by the Bergstrom inequality (4). Combining (6) and (7), we get 
deft A + B) 
[(det A) '/'~ + (det B) l/n]" 
det (A  + B)[S~ tl 
>~ >i 1 (8) 
1/ (n  - 1) n 1 [(det A[& l]) 1/(n-l) "4- (det B[S,, ]]) ] 
where the last inequality follows by the inductive assumption, since A[ S n_ 1 ] 
and B[S,, 1] have a common complete nested sequence of principal matrices 
which satisfy the Bergstrom inequality. • 
THEOREM 12. Suppose A is an n × n M-matrix. I f  S 1 G $2 G {1 . . . . .  n} 
= N, then for i ~ S, we have 
X(O X(O S~ ~ S 2 • 
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Proof. Assume S 2 = {il . . . . .  i k} and S l = {.jl . . . . .  j,} and S I g S~ < N. 
Let i ~ S I .Then 
det A[S, ]  
X(i) 
5;1 = a i i  {_let A [S  1 \ i ] '  
det a[S~] 
X~,I '  = ( ' .  - det A[ S~ \ ~]" 
Now X ~'~ x~* ) s, ~ holds if and only if" 
det a[ S, ] det A[ S~ ]
a,~ detA[S, \ i ]  <~a.= detA[S~\i]" (~')) 
This is equivalent o 
detA[Sa]detA[S l \ i  ] <~detA[S , ]detA[S2\ i  ]. (lO) 
If  c~ = S I and /3= S 2 \ i ,  then cr U /3= S s and c~c3 /3= S I \ i .  Then 
(9) is a result of the generalized Hadamard-Fisher inequality [2] tot M- 
matrices, i.e, det A[ ~ U /3 ] det A[ c~ O fi ] ~< (let A[ c~ ] det A[/3 ]. • 
If S c_ N. ISI = 2, and i ~ S, we define 
X( A ;S : i )  := X( A: i )  = 
(ll 1 a l l  a ln  
X(')t A) a i l  s 
(l~ 1 ( lni  
(l in 
(l n n 
replace a~i in A by X~i)(A). This has the effect of making the minor of A 
corresponding to S singular by changing a diagonal entry. 
THEOm,;M 3. Suppose A and B are M-matrices of order ~: let S c_ :V 
such that 18[=2, and let i ~ S. If X(A; i )  + X(B: i )  is an M-matrix 
(possibly .vin~ular) fi)r each i ~ S, then the Minkowski nequality ( l)  holds'. 
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Proof. I fC  and D are n XnM-matr i c~,wewr i te  C ~<Di fcq  ~<dq 
for all pairs (i,j). By Theorem 2, X(A; i) ~ A i and X(B; i) ~/31 for each i. 
Since X(A; i) + X(B; i) is an M-matrix, the same is true for A i + Bi (and 
even for A + B). Since Ai + /~i is an M-matrix, the Bergstrom inequality (4) 
holds for the index i, by Lemma 1. 
Our assumptions also imply the Bergstrom inequalities hold for a com- 
plete nested sequence of principal submatrices of A and B. By our Lemma 
2, the proof is complete. • 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
A = 1 and B = 1 • - -g  --~- 
1 1 1 1 Now x~ql)(A) = ~ and X~)(A) = ~, Also, X~))(B) = ~ while X~2)(B) = g. 
It is easy to verify that X(A; i) + X(B; i) are M-matrices for i = 1 and 2. By 
Theorem 3, we have 
(det A) 1/2 + (det B) '/2 <~ [det(A + B)] 1/e 
THEOREM 4. Suppose A and B are n × n M-matrices uch that/~i + Bi 
is an M-matrix fi)r some i, 1 <~ i ~ n. I f  this property holds fi)r a complete 
nested sequence of principal submatrices of A and B corresponding to aii and 
b,, then the Minkowski nequality holds for A and B, i.e., 
(det A) 1/'' + (det B) 1/" ~ [det(A + B)] 1/" 
Proof. The Bergstrom inequality holds for index i for A and B, and a 
fortiori for a nested sequence of" principal submatrices, o that Minkowski 
inequality follows. • 
Fan's proof of the Minkowsld determinantal inequality for M-matrices 
required that A, B be n × n matrices uch that 
]bijl laql [bql laql 
and - -  - -  (11)  
a i i b j j  a j j  
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for all 1 -%< i , j  -%< n, a condition of proportional dominance. Since our re- 
quirement on the submatrices requires that some associated singular M- 
matrices of order 2 satisfy the Bergstrom inequali~', we get for some i, j such 
that 1 ~<i,.j ~< n 
(b,(',J - - ",C) >-" 0 .  
Hence both terms are non negative or both are negative. \Ve obtain either 
au/%. , > bu/bt j and aji/ajj >~ biJbi j, or bu/bji >1 aij/ajj and bj,/b,/ > 
a Jaar  The conditions of Theorems :3 and 4 are not comparable with theFan  
conditions. 
E>L~,MPI~E 2. Let 
A = 
1 I 1 -~ 
/ 
-±  1 -~  
2 ~ 
0 - 1 1 
1 
B=, - I  
2 
(} 
1 
0 
A is a sinzular M-matrix of rank 2, and B is a nonsingular M-matrix. Now 
A+B = 
5 2 -1  -7, 
5 -1  2 -~, 
0 - I 2 
with det (A  + B) . 
To illustrate Theorem 3 we have 
1 I 1 X~)'(A) = 1, X~,')2}(A) = ~ and X~))(B) = ~, X{~[)2}(B) = a, 
Also, 
1 
I _ _ ]  
2 
0 
| I 
2 ,9.2 
I 
1 --,5 
-1  1 
:A .  
I 
4 
x(  A ;  1) = , - 
I 1 
2 2 
1 
1 -e  
-1  1 
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Theorem 4 holds for i = 1, so the Minkowski inequality holds for A and 
B. More precisely, 
1 l 
1 
0 0 
i 
3 
1 - -~  , 
1 
and 
,5 
4 
a l  +/3 ,  = ' -1  
0 
5) -1  -g  
5 2 -g  
-1  2 
is a nonsingular M-matrix, since det(/~ l + /31) > 0. 
For this example, the complete nested sequence is S 1 
and S 3 = N = {1, 2, 3}. By Theorem 4, we have 
= {U,  s~ = {1, 2}, 
(det A) 1/3 q- (det B) t/3 ~ [det (A + B)] ~/3 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
A = 
1 1 
] 2 ,2 
J i 1 
0 2 1 
3 
and B = 
1 1 
1 2 ,3 
1 2 
-~  1 - -5  
0 0 1 
N ov¢  
2 -1  
A+B= , -1  2 
2 
0 -5  
,5 - -g 
7 
2 
is an M-matrix. Fan's conditions of proportional dominance are not satisfied 
by A and B. The Bergstrom inequality 
det A det B det( A + B) 
+ 
det A(2) det B(2) act (a  + B)(2)  
fails for this example, and Theorem 3 does not hold. 
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Theorem 4 holds, since 
1 (1 5 
.5 0 7 
6 - - -g  
0 2 ; 2 
is an M-matrix and 
5 
A,[{1,'2}] + /~1[{1,2}] = ~ -1  
-7; 2 
is also an M-matrix. Hence the Minkowski inequali~' holds for A and B. i.e., 
(det A) '/:3 + (det B) b'3 ~< [det(A + B)] '/~ 
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